Kochek “NEW” Field Repairable Couplings are pressure rated at 250 PSI and come with an Allen Wrench for instant repair of your damaged Kochek hose.

Made of rugged T-6 powder coated aluminum for durability. Each coupling comes with four (4) stainless steel fasteners.

It’s simple to repair the hose, just make a clean cut and use the existing barb fittings or supplied barb fittings, (hose ends) position the collar and tighten the stainless steel fasteners using the provided Allen Wrench.

The coupling is reusable and designed to fit Kochek 3/4" and 1" Dura Flow and GH Series Hoses. This provides you with the ability to repair immediately as well as buy raw hose and couple it to whatever length you need! (Not for use with Kochek Ultra-Lite).

Collars are available individually, as a set with our brass hose ends or with one (1) black powder coated hose mender.

Options: 2 Couplings and 2 Brass Ends: (1”) IRGH100-CGC (3/4”) IRGH075-CGC
2 Couplings and 1 Hose Mender: (1”) IRGH100-HMC (3/4”) IRGH075-HMC
1 Coupling: (1”) IRGH100-CO2 (3/4”) IRGH075-CO2